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M.A. in INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES: SELF-DESIGNED (36
CREDITS)
The Master of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies offers a flexible curriculum for those who
wish to reach beyond traditional academic boundaries to pursue cross-disciplinary study
and achieve unique professional goals. Students in this program work closely with a faculty
advisor to articulate career goals and identify learning activities such as courses,
internships, research projects, and independent studies.
This two-year program is offered in a low-residency format, in which students start each
year with an 8-day residency on Lesley’s campus in Cambridge, Massachusetts. During
the residency you’ll take classes, meet with faculty members, conduct research, and
network with peers. Between residencies you’ll continue your studies in your home
community and communicate regularly with faculty and peers via email, phone, and online
tools.
PROGRAM OF STUDY
Required Core Courses (4 courses)
GINTD 5011
Ways of Knowing: How We Make Meaning
GINTD 6032
Graduate Research and Writing
GINTD 7001
Praxis: Integrating Theory in Practice*
GINTD 7500
Thesis/Capstone

CREDITS
15
3
3
3
6

Core Specialization Courses (1 course) **
Choose one of the following:
GINTD 6049
Foundations of Contemplative Practice: The
Buddhist Traditions
GINTD 6124
Foundations of Conflict Transformation
GINTD 6050
Intersections of Gender, Race, and Religion
GCREA 6028
The Arts in Health: Cultural Context and Meaning

3

Elective Courses (6 courses)
Sample Elective Courses
GINTD 6041
A Yaqui Easter: Exploring the World of Native
Christianity
GINTD 6048
Mindful Leadership and Social Engagement
GINTD 6417
Culture, Negotiation, and Responding to Conflict
GINTC 6100
Dynamics of Self and Culture
GCREA 6052
Spiritual Dimensions of Leadership
GEXTH 5045
Arts and Healing
GEXTH 6019
Storytelling and Healing: A Lifespan Approach
GEXTH 6400
Holistic Approach to Pain and Stress
GEXTH 6412
Yoga and Therapeutic Touch
GPSYC 6202
Theories of Counseling and Psychotherapy

18

Total Credits Required for Degree

36

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

* Prerequisite: GINTD 5011; GINTD 6032
** This represents a partial list of the courses available in the following Specializations/Emphasis Areas: Peace and Conflict
Transformation, Mindfulness Studies, Religion and Political Commitment, and Arts and Health.
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Please Note: Lesley University reserves the right to unilaterally add, withdraw, or revise any course offering in the
above mentioned program of study including policies, provisions, requirements, and fees.
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Sample Course Descriptions
GINTD 5011

GINTD 6049

Ways of Knowing: How We Make Meaning

Foundations of Contemplative Practice: The Buddhist
Traditions

3 credits
Ways of Knowing is a course in philosophy providing a framework
for exploring western epistemology as one characteristic way of
knowing. We will question whether the western paradigm is the
only way to configure reality, and if investigating the world through
other lenses can also lead to scientific understanding, deep
analysis, and rich inquiry. This course is intended to deepen the
student's academic depth, critical reflection, and cross-cultural
understanding.

3 credits

GINTD 6032

GINTD 6124

Graduate Research and Writing

Foundations of Conflict Transformation

3 credits
This course prepares students to write at a graduate level in their
fields of study. It covers the writing process and writing activities
that promote mastery in the humanities, the social sciences, and
the sciences, including skills in online research, critical thinking,
analysis, and reflection, and integrating scholarly sources into
students' writing. Writing assignments and exercises throughout
the semester culminate in a final paper in the student's discipline.
GINTD 7001

Praxis: Integrating Theory into Practice
3 credits
Taken in the student's penultimate semester, Praxis works to
deepen the student's inquiry skills while they design their
Thesis/Capstone Proposal. Students develop competency in
interviewing
techniques,
hermeneutic
research,
and
qualitative/quantitative data gathering techniques, as they assess
their prior learning and reflect on the relationship of that learning to
current and planned professional practice.
GINTD 7500

Thesis/Capstone

This course operates as a philosophical, historical and cross-cultural
survey of the Buddhist traditions as they are found in South Asia and
East Asia. Particular attention will be paid to the development of the
Buddhist ascetic tradition, philosophical issues such as the "no self'
doctrine, the historical role of women, and the migration of Buddhism
to the west and the differences/similarities between these schools and
their Asian counterparts.

3 credits
Initiates students into the theoretical concepts of the Conflict
Transformation through an examination of the roots of interpersonal,
groups, systemic and global conflicts. Students explore the interplay
between social-psychological, structural and cultural factors in order to
analyze the dynamics of conflict at work in different settings.
GINTD 6050

Intersections of Gender, Race, and Religion
3 credits
Students use historical case studies to analyze ways in which the
spiritual and racial identities of women shape their responses to
racism. The course includes a study of cultural identity and
contemporary examples to explore ideas and concepts.
GCREA 6028

The Arts in Health: Cultural Context and Meaning
3 credits
The course looks at how health and illness are defined in many
cultures, considering the central role of community, family, spiritual
values, ritual and the arts in healing across cultures.

6 credits
Students will work one on one with their thesis advisor in
constructing the culminating thesis/project of their interdisciplinary
master’s degree. This course will review graduate-level research
methodology, interviewing skills, the use of critical reflection, and
the construction of a proper “thesis” and “argument.”
GINTC 6100

Dynamics of Self and Culture
3 credits
This course focuses on intercultural interactions and what each of
us brings to these encounters. Cultural self- awareness, identity,
value systems, and worldviews are explored along with their impact
on behaviors across cultures. The influences of individual and
group prejudices, and their impact on interactions and cultural
transactions (both domestic and international) are explored.

For a full listing of course descriptions, refer to the Graduate Academic
Catalog and Handbook: http://www.lesley.edu/provost/
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